New IDC Report Highlights Effective IT/OT Governance as Critical Driver for
Mining Companies to Realize Value in Digital Operations

SINGAPORE, April 2nd, 2019 — IDC’s recent report, IDC PlanScape : IT/OT Governance for
Mining Companies details the practical steps that mining companies need to focus on to establish
effective governance across information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT). The
report highlights how IT/OT governance play a key role within mining companies ’ability to
deliver value from technology investments to the bottom line of the business. Furthermore,
the report identifies organization of teams and their capabilities; process for decision-making;
priority setting and procurement; technology management; and the extent of collaboration across
IT and operational technology teams as critical drivers of success as mining companies seek to
tackle how to realize the promised valued of digital operations.
Effective governance between IT and operations not only supports the realization of value, but
also helps to manage and organize decision making, and blend the skills and capabilities required
from IT and Operational technology (OT) to ensure improved outcomes for the business. IT is
focused on information in terms of how it is organized, managed and governed, while OT is more
interested in how information can impact on the process.
Governance is what assures of aligned technology decision making and execution. As
companies embark on technology led transformations to create integrated digital operating
environments points of friction between IT and operations will develop particularly in relation to
communications networks, cloud, IoT, analytics and security.
“Mining companies require a clear outline of the who, what, why and how, which can be
followed to ensure better outcomes from technology for the business. Implementing improved
governance across IT and OT is a critical part of this,” says Emilie Ditton, AVP for Energy
Insights at IDC Asia/Pacific.
Highlights from the report include:
• IT/OT governance includes decision-making, version control and technology management, the
management of data, and the procurement of technology capabilities and the way that projects
are undertaken and delivered. This level of integration across both functions of the business will
see the development of an architecture that’s capable of serving IT and OT effectively while
simultaneously assuring of improved access to information and insights.
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• IDC cites four areas where the mining company should focus its governance changes: 1)
data management and access, 2) cloud management, 3) networks, and 4) cybersecurity. This is
where mining companies should build technology architecture through coordinated IT and OT
governance.
• The primary stakeholders across IT, OT and the C-Suite are essential to influence the
effectiveness of any governance strategy. From the CEO who informs the approach to the IT
and OT governance path to the CDO who provides technology strategy support, each role has
responsibilities to ensure that the company experiences the benefits of collaborative governance.
The report mentions that there are numerous strategies that mining companies can consider as it
moves towards a cohesive governance framework, strategies that play to the strengths of both IT
and OT while following a clearly defined value chain to a shared common goal.
“Finding an agreed approach is key and will often require collaboration, understanding, and
leadership,” concludes Ditton. “Success depends on the organization’s willingness to make an
organizational and cultural change that will allow for improved collaboration and decisionmaking within a shared governance framework.”
For more information on this report, please contact Emilie Ditton editton@idc.com. For media
inquiries, please contact Tessa Rago at trago@idc.com or Alvin Afuang at aafuang@idc.com.
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